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Bring ancient Druid plant and herb into your life. The Druids revered certain plants - including trees,

herbs and fungi - and attached special meanings to them. This stunning deck of 36 cards presents

many of the most significant plants and describes their associated folklore and mythology. Will

Worthington's rich images depict each plant in its natural habitat in exquisite detail. Philip and

Stephanie Carr-Gomm's text describes the virtues and qualities of each species, and shows how

the cards can be used as an oracle from which you can gain wisdom, guidance and inspiration.
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I am a certified Master Herbalist and have been practicing herbal medicine for 30 years and I find

this set to be very informative not only in ancient lore and spiritual aspect but also in the present and

ancient uses of the many herbs portrayed. I have found several herbs that I had not known the

presented uses, ( I did do follow up research) as well as a few I had never heard of and now I plan

on adding many of the portrayed plants to my already extensive herb gardens. The cards are a bit

large for my small hands and I can not shuffle them properly. The book is excellently written and

well organized. The illustrations on the cards are superb, bright and realistic. I would highly

recommend this set to beginners as well as those more well versed in not only tarot, but herbalism.

I love this deck. I am an herbalist so naturally I was drawn to this deck. This deck is HUGE. Even

with my man hands, this deck is big and hard to shuffle. There's only like 26 cards or so but still it is



big. I trimmed them down and it is still big.

I have such a pull to plants and druidism that this deck called out to me for a while. This deck is

amazing! The images practically pop out at you! Love the paperback handbook too. I also have the

Druid Animal Oracle also by Philip and Stephanie Carr-Gomm. This deck defiantly lives up to it's

celtic druidic reputation!

Beautiful cards and good book.

If you have the Druid Animal Oracle, you will love this continuation of 'flora' to go with 'fauna'. The

cards are beautiful and the accompanying book is informative while being accessible. The authors

have designed the cards to be used together with your Druid Animal Oracle deck, if you wish. If you

don't already have the Druid Animal Oracle, this is a stand-alone oracle deck. Gorgeous, informative

and inspirational.

I am very pleased with these cards, which I use in conjunction with the Druid Animal Oracle. Neither

are really authentic Druid tools, but they are both beautiful decks and their messages and images

are inspiring. The artwork is lovely and the symbolism in potent. I would have liked this deck to

include a few more of my favorite Celtic magical plants, but all in all, it is a deck that I will use

frequently and treasure always.

I anxiously awaited my copy of the Druid Plant Oracle, being both Druid and having an affinity for

herbs and I was quite pleased. This set called to me as no other, though I've worked with the Animal

Oracle and other sets before. And, I cannot say I was displeased with the art, the book, or the

overall presentation in any way. My only disappointment, and it is truly one of personal preferences,

is the choice to include and/or omit certain plants from the set. However, as Carr-Gomm pointed

out, you cannot please everyone in every way. So, I shall make my own additional cards for my set

to include those plants I feel should not have been omitted.Overall, a great set...

Great cards
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